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Combining confidence and knowledge to increase sales, members and safety 
 
Trusted by the US military, Fortior Solutions is a leading provider of identity proofing and vetting 
technology that helps organizations build networks of trusted individuals. Although there are a 
wide variety of dating platforms, those that provide either a base level or premium level for long-
term relationships require trust that only thorough vetting from a trusted supplier can provide.  
Ensuring the integrity of individual members’ profile claims is paramount to providing that trust. It 
is essential to the long-term success of online dating companies that provide a level of service 
where trust is extremely important to vulnerable members. However, most online dating 
companies rely upon unverified or at best “lightly” verified information that is self-submitted by 
individuals.  

We know that your industry is highly competitive. Your organization can strengthen its market 
position by taking more proactive steps to ensure its platform contains accurate and verified 
profile information – and increase its revenues at the same time.  

Together, we can bolster the integrity of individual members’ profile claims by developing a new 
Membership Level that would allow individuals to select verification criteria and opt-in to having 
the information validated to create trust among other members. This new feature would foster 
confidence, trust and reliability of individual members’ profile information. Below are just a few 
examples of profile information that could be verified: 

 Identity (including aliases)  
 Highest level of education 
 Criminal history (e.g., felony convictions, 

open warrants, registered sex offenders)  

 Employment status 
 Bankruptcy history and/or income 
 Military Status (Active duty or retiree) 
 Marriage/divorce history 

Example: 
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By teaming with Fortior Solutions, you can further expand your market, increase your network’s 
integrity, offer additional benefits to your members, and take advantage of additional revenue 
share opportunities. Our company’s 15 years of experience with the U.S. military uniquely 
qualifies us to provide the most comprehensive and trusted identity proofing and vetting solution 
for online dating applications and your members. We are committed to providing secure, 
streamlined and effective vetting and verification solutions.  

Your company stands out above other online dating networks in no small part because of your 
commitment to innovation, collaboration and trust. Our company looks forward to the 
opportunity to partner with you to strengthen trust in individual members through our 
comprehensive, user-friendly technology.  

 

ABOUT US:  

Fortior Solutions is the leading provider of identity, vetting, credentialing and access control 
solutions; helping organizations reduce risk by quickly identifying who they can trust. Our proven 
vetting solutions and expertise give organizations like yours the tools, resources and options to 
create safer and more secure environments for your clients. 

 

CONTACT: 

Amber Bond 
VP of Sales  
Cell: 503.523.9217 
Email: abond@fortiorsolutions.com 
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